
Exponent Rules 



Parts 
 When a number, variable, or expression is 

raised to a power,  the number, variable, or 

expression is called the base and the power is 

called the exponent. 

 

nb



What is an Exponent? 

 An exponent means that you multiply the base 

by itself that many times. 

 For example  

x4 =   x     ● x   ● x  ● x 

26 =   2     ● 2   ● 2   ● 2   ● 2   ● 2   =  64 



The Invisible Exponent 

 When an expression does not have a visible 

exponent its exponent is understood to be 1. 
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Exponent Rule #1 

 When multiplying two expressions with the 

same base you add their exponents. 

 

 

 For example 

 mn bb
mnb 

 42 xx  42x 6x

 222 21 22  212  32 8



Exponent Rule #1 

 Try it on your own: 

 

 mn bb
mnb 

 73.1 hh

 33.2 2

1 073 hh 

312 33 

27333 



Exponent Rule #3 

 When raising a power to a power you 

multiply the exponents 

 

 

 For example 

mnb )( mnb 

42 )(x 42 x 8x
22 )2( 222  42 16



Exponent Rule #3  

 

 

  Try it on your own 

mnb )( mnb 

23 )(.5 h 23 h 6h

22 )3(.6 223  43 81



Note 

 When using this rule the exponent can not be 

brought in the parenthesis if there is addition 

or subtraction 

222 )2( x 44 2x

You would have to use FOIL in these cases 



Exponent Rule #4 
 When a product is raised to a power, each 

piece is raised to the power 

 

 

 For example 

mab)( mmba

2)(xy 22 yx
2)52( 

22 52  254  100



Exponent Rule #4 
 

 

 Try it on your own 

mab)( mmba

3)(.7 hk 33kh
2)32(.8  22 32  94  36



Note 

 This rule is for products only.  When using this 

rule the exponent can not be brought in the 

parenthesis if there is addition or subtraction 

2)2( x 22 2x

You would have to use FOIL in these cases 



Exponent Rule #6:  

Zero Exponent 
 When anything, except 0, is raised to the zero 

power it is 1. 

 

 

 For example 

0a 1 ( if a ≠ 0) 

0x 1 ( if x ≠ 0) 

025 1



Zero Exponent 

 

 

 Try it on your own 

0a 1 ( if a ≠ 0) 

0.11 h 1( if h ≠ 0) 

01000.12 1
00.13 undefined


